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Dr. Joe Pryor Mourned, Remembered
national Executive Director. He
one. He played basketball and President David Burks said.
made outstanding player three
Pryor stayed at Harding inducted more than 70 chapters
years. He lettered in track two until his retirement in 1989, at nationwide. He was a sponsor of
Dr. Joseph E. Pryor, 88, died years, in shoe put, discus and which point the science center TNT social club and the Petit
was named for him.
Jean for more than 40 years
Oct. 27. His name is recognized high jump.
"He was academic; he was
In his career at Harding, Pryor and the faculty representative
by most students as one of the
two names on the science center, spiritual; he was everything: accomplished many things, of athletics. He helped bring
intercollegiate sports back to
bur Pryor is more than just a he was Harding - what we Ganus said.
want
all
wrapped
up
into
one
Harding.
1960
he
became
academic
In
name to Harding's history.
"He was a very versatile, RePryor was born in 1918 and person," Chancellor Clifton dean of Harding College, a
he came co Harding College in Ganus Jr. said.
position that in 1972 changed naissance man," Burks said.
After graduation, Pryor went co vice president of academic
Morrilcon, Ark. in 1933 as a 15Pryor was recognized as a
year-old freshman. He won the to Louisiana Seate University to affairs. He held the position spiritual leader outside ofHarding
Petit Jean outstanding student earn his masters in mathematics until 1983.
as well. He served as a deacon
honor award for four straight and science. He also received his
and
elder at College Church for
"I chink he stayed here because
years and graduated valedictorian his Ph.D. in mathematics from
10
years
each.
LSU. Dr. Benson then asked him he really believed in what he was
ofhisclassin 1937.
"[Working with him on the
Pryor was heavily involved in to come teach at Harding, and doing, like so many of us have," Petit Jean] was one of the most
student publications and athlet- he did in 1944. He was the only Ganus said. '"That's why I've been unique experiences of my life,"
here for 60 years."
ics in his four years as a student. science teacher at t he time.
Burks said.
Pryor was the sponsor of
"Wh en he first began, he
He was editor of the Bison for
see PRYOR page 3A
two years, and the Petit Jean for was the science department," Alpha Chi, and eventually the

ANDREA THORNTON
assistant news editor

photo courtesy of Harding Public Relations

Dr. Joe Pryor and his wife Bessie Mae talk with a guest at the dedication of the Pryor-England Science Center.

Zambia Survey
Trip Conducted
"le is hard being a nursing student and wanting to go overseas
and stay on track [with school],"
Harding International Programs Wise said. "I wish I could [go], but
sent Janice Bingham, professor of I'm not going to do so unless the
nursing, on a survey trip to Zambia classes I need are offered."
Oct. 5-15 to gather information
Wise said she has friends in the
regarding Harding's new overseas nursing program that attended
program, Harding in Zambia.
HUG and HUF last year and
Bingham went to che Nam- loved the experience, but i set
wianga Mission, the site where them back in their studies.
HIZ will be based, in attempt
"Hopefully, this Zambia trip
to answer rem aining questions
will keep growing and one day
about che medical aspect of the nursing students will have the
trip, she said.
chance to go over and not worry
T he program targets those
about graduating lace," Wise said.
studying missions, education,
'~But for me, and some ofthe upper
pre-medicine, pre-pharmacy and
level students, I think we may have
nursing, so the curriculum is being tailored to accommodate the just missed our chance."
Though the Namwianga
academic needs of these students,
Dr. Jeffrey Hopper, dean of the Mission's hospital is not yet open,
honors college and director of Bingham said there are many other
opportunities for HIZ students
international programs, said.
"The nursing depamnent is an to apply what they are learning
in Zambia.
integral part of
"[The students
this program in
"Hopefully, this Zambia trip
will] do mobile
the preparation
ofall thesrudents will keep growing and one day clinics and work
who go and [for]
nursing students will have
in the clinic that's
the health of the the chance to go over and not already built there,"
srudents who go, worry about graduating late." Hopper said.
and, ofcourse, in
There is a clinic
LORI WISE
training h alf a
at the Mission chat
1umor
.
. d
dozen or so ofthe
1s open six ays a
students in rural
week and sees about 100 patients
medicine," Hopper said.
a day, Bingham said. There is
- The purpose ofBingham's sur- also an orphanage that currently
vey trip was to see what is going houses 25 babies, many ofwhich
on at the Namwianga Mission are AIDS orphans.
regarding health care in order to
The Mission is in an area where
plan for HIZ, she said.
about 20 percent of the people
"The nursing curriculum is have AIDS, and the HIZ students
very full," Bingham said. "[We
will have the opporrunity to help
are trying) to plan the program
these people with counseling and
so that students won't get behind
outreach,
Bingham said.
in this course of study."
There is also a grass roots-type
Senior nursing major Jaren
foundation about 30 minutes away
Stempfer said sh e wishes she
from the Mission called "Twin
could h ave participated in an
Fountains" where the students
international program.
may have the chance co work,
"I did not go overseas mainly
Bingham said.
because the [nursing) program
"Twin Fountains" is set up like
is so rigorous," Scempfer said. "I a school chat is run by Klaus Muelhaven't heard much about Zambia, ler and is funded by a Church of
because I'm graduating, but I think Christ in Germany. Mueller teaches
it is Jn amazing opportunity for about 20 students a year, helping
therv learn better methods ofsoil
nursirig students."
According to Bingham, nursing upkeep, livestock management and
students are required to complete Bible, according to Bingham.
"[I think] it would be an inclinicals in hospitals, bur the hosteresting thing for our students
pital at the Namwianga Mission
to get involved in since developis not yet up and running.
ment is very vital in missions,"
Bingham said nursing students Bingham said.
·
normally take care of the clinicals
No _m atter where the HIZ
requirement beginning around their students spend their time workjunior year, so chis may mean that ing, they will be learning things
the HIZ program would fit best you can't learn from a textbook,
into a nursing student's schedule Bingham said.
at the sophomore level.
"I think [HIZ] is a marvelous
Junior Lori Wise is trying to opportunity," Bingham said. "The
go to Zambia in Fall 2007, but programs in Greece and Italy are
since the hospital may not be great, bur it's not as life changing
open then, the chance of having as going into a third world counclinical hours available is next to try. [That] really changes peoples'
nothing, she said.
whole worldview."

Strolling For The Cure

LINDSEY LOWE
news editor

CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison

Liz Howell, director of parent and alumi relations, Audrey Chandler and Griffin Chandler participate in Strolling to.r the Cure on Oct. 28
during the weekend of homecoming. This event, the first of its kind, raised money for breast cancer awareness and was pioneered by Howell.

College Of Business To Host Ethics Week
SUSANA VELIZ
copy editor
The College of Business
Administration will host Ethics Week Nov. 6 - 10, featuring
former Wal-Mart vice chairman,
chief operating officer and senior
vice chairman Don Soderquist as
keynote speaker.
Dr. Bryan Burks said Ethics
Week, which expanded from
COBA's senior ethics seminar,
has been an event for the past 20
years and goes back to his father's
days as dean of the College of
Business, changing names and
format throughout its history.
"The idea ofEthics Week addresses all of our students, from
freshmen to seniors," Bryan Burks
said. "We think it's something
important that every one of our
students [should address]. They talk
about ethics several times during
the semester, bur this allows the

opportunity to really focus [on
the subject] for a week."
As part of Ethics Week, the
College of Business and the ASI
are co-sponsoring Soderquist as
keynote speaker. Soderquist will
speak in the Benson Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m .
Soderquist is the founder of the
Soderquist Center for Leadership
and Ethics at John Brown University and author of "The Wal-Mart
Way" and "Live, Learn, Lead to
Make a Difference."
In addition to the ASI lecture,
Soderquist will provide a private
presentation to about 200 COBA
seniors in the College Church of
C hrist fellowship room Thursday afternoon and a business
ethics seminar Friday featuring
issues like sexual h arassment,
employer-employee relations and
generational differences aimed at
Searcy community business leaders, Burks said.

Senior business majors are
invited to a dinner that evening
as part of che American Studies
Institute program and then they
are invited to sit down front at
the Benson Auditorium to hear
the presentation as guests, Burks
said.
Burks said Ethics Week is
meant co raise awareness of ethics in today's business world and
better prepare students to enter
this world.
"Ethics is basically the study
of what's right and wrong, doing
what you think is the right thing,"
Burks said. "That can be very
blurred based on whom you're
talking to."
Burks said the way Ethics Week
is approached varies among faculty
members, bringing in guest speakers or working on case scenarios
during classes.
"When we talk about ethics in
all the courses, it will be set in the

"The idea of Ethics Weeks
addresses all of our students,
from freshmen to seniors. We
think it's something important
that every one of our students
[should address].

DR. BRYAN BURKS

dean of the college of business
framework of that specific class,"
Burks said. "For example, in cost
accounting, which I reach, we'll go
over the ethical code ofconduce for
management accountants - chis
is for a se'cular profession how they
cl°iim to be ethical."
Burks said its biblical fuundation
is what differentiates Harding's
ethics course from those offered
elsewhere.
"At many o ther schools, it
would be taught on the foundation of legal rights - what you
can and cannot do so you won't
be sued," Burks said.
see ETHICS page 3A
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Voting Is Our Du1y
And APrivilege
nr. PAJL tl,WN!E
That time is once again
upon us. That time when the
national body politic holds
its breath and shudders as it
awaits the vox populi. That
day approaches with the
relentless insistence of any
virtuous citizen is the single
day of decision. That day
most powerful buttress to
when we, the voters, must
the nation's survival and the
make a decision.
maintenance of our liberties.
The insightful cynic
In this instance the
Ambrose Bierce in his
virtuous citizen is one who
Devil's Dictionar)r gives this
treasures his freedoms of
definition, "Vote, n. The
speech, of faith, of press, of
instrument and symbol of a
assembly, of thought, and
freeman's power to make a
who uses these freedoms
, fool of himself and a wreck
to meet the needs and
of his country." Another
address the problems of his
viewpoint from President
community and nation.
Grover Cleveland insists,
As Lincoln wrote,
"Your every voter, as surely
"What constitutes the
as your chief magistrate,
bulwark of our own liberty
exercises a public trust." And
and independence? It is not
so it goes ...
our frowning battlements,
As a citizen and voter,
our bristling seacoasts, the
I try to take comfort
guns of our war steamers, or
in President Lincoln's
the strength of our gallant
observation, "While the
and disciplined army.
people retain their virtue and
These are not the reliance
vigilance, no administration,
against the resumption of
by any extreme of
tyranny in our
wickedness
land. Our reliance
Some detractors denigrate the is in the love of
or folly,
individual's vote as having any liberty which
can very
value among the millions cast, God has planted
seriously
forgetting that a concert is made .
b
injure the
f. d' "d I t
m our osoms.
0
up m IVI ua no es..
Our defense is the
government
in the
preservation of
short space
the spirit which
of four
prizes liberty as
years." I say "try" because
the heritage of all men, in all
Lincoln's statement carries a
lands, eve~here."
very important caveat. The
The day of decision
people must retain their
is near upon us, and
"virtue and vigilance."
much is at stake. Dr. Ben
"The price of liberty is
Franklin, when asked
eternal vigilance," Jefferson
what type of government
reminds us while Joseph de
the constitutional framers
unt y, " very
Maistre sai
had given us, sharply
nation gets the government
commented, "A Republic, if
it deserves." So? Where does
you can keep it!"
this leave me, the humble
Let us then as informed
v<;>ter with my one vote,
citizens do our part to
my small voice amidst the
keep our Republic; let us
national tumult?
vote. ln addition, say a
Some detractors denigrate
prayer entreating God co
the individual's vote as
guide us in making the best
having any value among
choices for the future of our
the millions cast, forgetting
nation, and whatever folly
that a concert is made up
or wickedness might occur,
of individual notes. My
that the republic an.cl its
vote, your vote, all votes
citizens endure so another
contribute to the chorus
generation will have the
of the people's voice. The
opportunity to do better.
vigilant vote cast by a
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,( alendar
lt3 Batman Begin (7 p.m.)
Superman Returns (9 p.m.)
Benson
11.4 Football @ Arkansas Tech
{1 p.m.)
11.4 Christion Academy
'"
Choral Festival (Benson)
11.5 Christian Academy Choral Concert
(7:30 p.m. Benson)
\1.6 -11 College of Business
ETHICS Week
119 ASI Speaker Don Soderquist
"
(7:30.p.m. Benson)
11.9 Andrea Anderson
$
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aassical Lyceum Concert
·(7 p.m. Administration Auditorium)*'
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Panama A Candidate For Security
Council
Venezuela and Guatemala endorsed Panama as an
alternative for one of th e two seats a ll ocated to the Latin
America and Caribbean region
after ending a two-week contest
to be part of the U .N. Security
Council.
The announcement came after
Venezuelan
and
Guatemalan
foreign ministers met at the
Ecuado rian mission to the United
Nations on Wednesday morning,
and then for ano ther session that
afternoon, where Ecuador, head of
CHAVEZ
the Latin American and Caribbean
region, acted as mediator.
President of Venezuela Hugo C havez, who is facing
election n ext month, invested h eavily in the i-ace for the
seat. He traveled the globe seeking vo les from countries
with which his hosts hold oil-related agreem ents.
Chilean U.N. Ambassador Heraldo Munoz said th e
candidacies of Venezuela and Guatemala were legitimate,
but in the e nd the two countries·came to term s with the
fact that neither would ach ieve the two-thirds majority
needed to win when th e 192-member General Assembly
votes Tuesday.
If elected, Panama would replace Argentina for a twoyear term starting Jan. 1, making it Panama's fifth time
on the council.

Expatriates Kidnapped In Nigeria

i"

*

IN & OUT: NEWSTO KNOW

Two expatriates, an American and a Briton, were seized
off the so uthern coast of Nigeria Wednesday during a raid
on an oil ship.
Gunmen raided the boat of the coast of Bayelsa State
and sped away with hostages, an oil industry security
official said .
The official said he believed the ship belonged to the
Norwegian oil firm Petroleum Geoservices.
No one claimed responsibility or knew who carried out
the attack.
Nigerian militants have faci licated many kidnappings
and attacks on oil facilities since the beginning of the year,
facing a 25 percent decrease in crude oil production.
Nigeria is Africa's highest o il producer with an average
of 2.5 million barrels per day.
Militants say the people in the area remain in poverty
while oil is drawn from their lands, and they demand a
share in their government's oil wealth.

Researchers Study Causes Of SIDS

~

''·*"

·Abnormalities in the brainstem may be a key factor in
Sudden Infant D eath Syndrome, new research indicates.
The cause of SIDS has not as yet been fo und in postmortem examinations.
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While risk factors have been identified, such as laying
babies to sleep on their stomachs and smoking around
them , there is little understanding of SIDS.
Boston Children's Hospital and H arvard Medical School
researchers have obtained evidence from autopsies that the
nerve cells that produce serotonin were abnormal.
Serotonin is thought to coordinate breathing, blood
pressure and sensitivity to carbon d ioxide during waking
and sleeping.
If babies sleep face down, they re-breathe exhaled carbon
· dioxide and less oxygen . Normally, this rise in carbon
dioxide activates cells in the brainstem which stimulate
arousal in the brain, and the baby wakes up; however,
defects in the serotonin system may hinder those reflexes.
Researchers believe these defects begin during early fetal
stages, which may be affected by maternal behaviors like
smoking and drinking during pregnancy.

UK Appoints Gore Environmental Advisor
Former vice president Al Gore is to be an advisor to th e
British government on climate change, Chancellor of the
Exchequer Gordon Brown said Monday.
Gore's hiring is intended to help shape a "pro-growth
and pro-green" economy, Brown said.
Some British political observers speculate that Gore will
also help Brown to increase his "star quality" before taking
over as head of the Labour Party when Prime Minister
Tony Blair steps down. Gordon has been criticized for not
possessing Blair's charisma.
Brown commissioned a report
warning governments of the effects
global warming will h ave on the
global economy.
"It is not in doubt that, if the
science is right, the consequences for
our planet are literally disastrous,"
Blair said.
The report is expected to
increase pressure on the Bush BROWN
Administration.
Report author SirtJicholas Stern
said cutting greenhouse-gas emissions now would cost
about one percent of global gross domestic product per
annum.
Brown called for Europe to cut carbon emissions by 30
percerlt by 2020 and 60 percent by 2050.
In 1997, 35 industrialized nations committed to reduce
emissions· by an average of five percent below 1990 levels
by 201 2 .
Britain's and Germany's emissions have dropped more
than 10 percent already, but overall, there has been a 2.4
percent rise in emissions between 2000 and 2004.
Blair said unabated climate change would eventually
cost the world between five and 20 percent of global GDP
each year and called for "bold and decisive actio n" to cut
emissions.
One action the British government is considering
is "green taxes" o n cheap airline flights, fuel and high-
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Cone Chapel Dedication

CRAIG RAINBOLTfThe Bison

President David Burks addresses an audience at the dedication of the chapel in the Heritage on Oct. 27
to James H. and Bonnie Cone. James H. Cone was chairman of the board of directors for 10 years.

PRYOR: Celebrated As 'Down-To-Earth'
CONTINUED from page 1
"He was dean of the college,
he was a distinguished scholar,
but he was as down-to-earth as
anybody you would ever talk
with."
Ganus also noted how "downco-earth" Pryor was, saying chat
he did whatever needed to be
done, whether it was lecturing
or picking up trash.
"He never complained about
anything," Ganw; said. "One of
his girls said co me, 'Well, he did
complain once.' I don't know if
you'd call it complaining, but
what happened was her mother
fixed a new dish of some kind
and they ate it, and after it was

over Bessie Mae said, 'Well, Joe,
what did you think of it; how
was it?' And he said, 'Well, I
don't think I would cook that
dish again.' And chat was his
complaining."
Pyor was known from his
unique bow ties, Ganus said.
In the many years Gansus was
associated with Pryor, he said
he only recall seeming him in
a straight tie once.
"That was his trademark,"
Burks said. "Even when they
weren't in style, he wore a
bow tie.''
Ganus quoted Pryor as once
saying "Every man has his eccentricities; mine is my bow
ties."

Ganus said Pryor's 52 bow ties
were on display at the funeral
Tuesday.
"He was just a bigger-than-life
individual," Burks said. '~d he
was the reason I stayed at Harding. I h ad not intended to stay,
but there were two people that
I looked up to . . . and Dr. Joe
was one of them."
Pryor had a stroke eight years
ago, and his health had been
steadily declining ever since.
Harding said goodbye co one of
its giants with his death.
"God didn't make many Joe
Pryors, but we wish he'd make
us some more and send them
to us," Ganus said. "We need
them."

ETHICS: To Teach Bible-Based Right and Wrong
CONTINUED from page 1
It's a view of ethics where what's
· right is based on the legal system in
which we operate. In many schools
they have law professors teaching
the course, Burks said.
"The goal of our ethics course
is to challenge students' beliefs,"
Burks said. "So many times we
think everything is black and
white and decisions should be
easy, buc they're not, and they
n eed co be pushed out of their
comfort wne."
The foundation of Harding's
Christian business ethics course
is not a law but the Bible. For the
past 30 years, the course has been

a substitute for Bible class the
semester it is taken, Burks said.
"When we look at the foundation of what's right or wrong, we
look at God's word," Burks said.
"There's so much you can learn
about how to make the right
decisions by looking at the New
Testament and the life of Christ,
how he treated people. You can't
get any better than looking at the
Sermon on the Mount about how
co treat people as far as a lesson
on ethics and doing what's right
goes."
Burks said he hopes students
involved in Ethics Week sit back
and learn and be engaged in the
lectures.

Last year COBA and the ASI
co-sponsored Commander Scott
Waddle.
"We're hoping to bring more
[speakers] in the future, one or two
speakers a year," Burks said. "If
you go back to the history of the
American Studies program, [the
speakers] used to be all business
related. The whole program was
run our of the College of Business.
It has shifted away co develop its
own institute, but because ofthat,
most of the speakers are more political and patriotic as opposed co
business speakers. Our goal is try
to make sure one of the speakers
is a business speaker."

ONE Strives To Make Impact
Sudan. They have worked to
provide medical supplies in Sudan
through the Umoja project and
With a common goal to reach contribute to relief efforts through
outside ofthe Harding campus with campus activities including the
open eyes to the needs in the world school-wide yard sale and "Run
around us, the students involved For Their Lives."
in ONE are joining together to
In their future plans ONE is
bring a passion and awareness to hoping to foa.JS on a different cause
unify Harding students in this and location each year. Their foa.JS
mission, public relations director for the 2006-2007 school year is
in Southeast Asia, particularly
Scott Cook said.
The.key purpose ofONE is to the places where typhoons and
offer a place where students from tsunamis have caused overwhelmdifferent majors, classifications ing damage and distress in the last
and colleges can come together few years, G ranberg said.
The reliefefforts for these places
in a com bined effort and make
an impact on global situations, will include shelter repairs, fresh
the president ofONE, senior Josh water wells and food supplies that
will help provide reliefwhere there
Granberg, said.
Gran berg has been working have been vast devastations and
since spring of 2005 with Cook, traumas, Granberg said.
Some of this year's fundraising
vice president junior Rob Scott
and secretary sophomore Mary efforts will include a revival of the
Margaret Lynn to build up the Texas vs. The World competition
ONE program and promote its and anotherannual "Run For Their
efforts on the Harding campus, Lives," which have both proved
to be great successes in the past,
he said.
In the past year, ONE was Cook said.
Granberg said ONE plans to
involved with the campaign for
the Invisible C hildren, the victims donate the funds and resources they
of rebel warfare in Uganda and have to contribute; he said they

LORIE MORRIS
student reporter

"ONE intends to have as much
direct and personal involvement
as possible with the contacts
they have established and in
places they seek to impact."

SCOTT COOK

public relations director
will probably find a sponsoring
church that will be responsible for
distribution of funds. He also said
they are in contact with several of
the resident missionaries in the
countries they wish to help.
One of their key international
references is Bob Buchanon, who
is currently involved with developmental work and building education
programs, Granberg said.
ONE intends to have as much
direct and personal involvement
as possible with the contacts they
have established..ind in places they
seek to impact, Scott said.
ONE will also be able to use
these contacts to open up opportunities fo r students to go
and h elp first-hand with short
and long-term internships and
career choices, Cook said.
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HU Establishes Eating
Disorder Awareness Day

Harding Commercial Filming

ANDREA THORNTON
assistant news editor
Harding has set aside
Nov. 6 as Eating Disorder Awareness Day on campus. There will
be a presentation in chapel and a
panel discussion at 7 p.m. in the
Administration Auditorium.
The panel consists of dietician
Lisa Ritchie, recovering patient
Lisa Ford, physician Richard
Duke, therapists Justin Moore,
Suzanne Casey; Lew Moore and
counselor Sherry Pollard.
Assistant dean of students
Sheri Shearin said the event was
inspired by two students, junior
Abby Howard and senior Jami
Macke, who came to her wanting
to promote awareness.
"I was just so excited about this
because it was student-initiated,
something that students wanted,''
Shearin said.
Howard and Macke worked
together with Sherry Pollard in
the Counseling Center to make
this day happen.
"It's such a delicate, taboo
topic that's talked about and then
dismissed, and I get frustrated,''
Howard said. "I can't even begin
to count all the girls I know that
struggle with this."
Howard said she and Macke
hope that this awareness does not
end on Monday but continues
throughout the year.
'Tm interested to see how
guys respond to this,'' Howard
said. "I've seen guys say horrible

CRAIG RAINBOLT!The Bison

Senior Jami Macke guides "prospective student", freshman Molly Ellis and actors Barry Clifton and Marci Hall, who portrayed parents
of the prospective students, across the front lawn Oct. 30, passing Dr. Larry Long, vice president of academic affairs, during filming for the new
Harding commercial. The commercial will be aired on channel 7.

Polls Project National, Local Democratic Victories
BRETIKELLER
student reporter

With Nov. 7 approaching,
political advertising and 24-hour
news programs are focusing public
attention on election day. Tight
races for the Senate and the House
ofRepresentatives are taking place
throughout the country.
Current polls from RealClearPolitics.com, (RCP), a clearinghouse
of national and local polling data,
show democrats are likely to pick
up seats in both the H ouse and
Senate. Mid-term elections often see
declines for the president's party in
Congress, and turnout for midterm
elections is typically lower than for
presidential elections.
The Senate is currently composed
of 55 republicans, 44 democrats
and one independent. Democrats
need to pick up six seats to have
a majority.
RCP projects that of the most
competitive races, seven are likely
democratic or leaning democratic,
flve are toss-ups and one leans
republican.
The House of Representatives
is currently composed of232 republicans, 202 democrats and one
independent. Democrats need to
gain 15 seats to have control.
Ofrepublican-held seats up for
re-election, 10 lean democratic, 15 ·
are toss-ups and 20 lean toward
GOP retention , according to

RCP. All five of the competitive past three elections, republicans have
democrat-held seats are leaning held the White House and held
Congress," Rivenbark said. "People
democratic.
David Manes, p resident of should have changed course earlier
H arding's College Democrats, if they were unhappy."
Rivenbark also said the most
said the Senate races in Missouri
and Tennessee, along with Vrrginia important issues for voters in
and New Jersey, are the ones to the election are national security,
watch.
including Iraq and immigration,
"They will be the ones that we followed by the economy and
stay up for on Tuesday night," moral values like abortion and
Manes said. "Tennessee's Senate same-sex marriage.
RCP reported the president's
race is the most interesting because
it takes place in a battleground state approval rating for October 24th
and has been receiving huge atten- through 30th at 38.7 percent, with
tion from both
a disapproval rating
parties."
of 56.0 percent.
Accord ing to
The Senate
"Scandals, corruption and
race in Tennessee the war in Iraq are destroying CNN, Kerry was
speakin g to stufeatures republiRepublicans in races all over
dents at Pasadena
can Bob Corker
the country."
and democrat
City College in
H arold Ford
DAVID MANES
California, deridsparring for the
pres. of harding college democrals
ing President Bush.
Kerry said that with
seat beingvacatro
an education, "You
by Bill Frist.
Manes said the election is largely can do well. Ifyou don't, you get
a referendum on President Bush stuck in Iraq." CNN reported
and the Republican Party.
a Kerry aide saying the senator
"Scandals, corruption and the "mangled" a prepared statement
war in Iraq are destroying republi- intended to be critical ofPresident
cans in races all over the country," Bush.
Some democrats in conrentious
Manes said.
Junior CJ Rivenbark said he races joined President Bush and a
does not think the election is a chorus of Republican voices callreferendum because of past elec- ing for an apology from Kerry.
tions ·history.
According to a Wednesday Fox
"I don't think it's a referendum News report, Tennessee democratic
on President Bush because for the Senate candidate H arold Ford Jr.

said, "He needs to apologize to
our troops."
'
A Wednesday CNN report
quoted an unnamed democratic
official who said Kerry's comments
may attract more GOP supponers
in close Senate contests in Misrouri
and Tennessee.
Accordin g t o both CNN
and Fox, Kerry quickly canceled
campaign appearances because he
is now seen as a liability in close
races. Later on Wednesday Kerry
apologized in a press release.
"I sincerely regret that my words
were misinterpreted to wrongly
imply anything negative about
those in uniform, and I personally
apologize to any service member,
family member or American who
was offended," Kerry said.
In Arkansas politics, democratic
gubernatorial candidate Mike
Beebe is leading republican Asa
· Hutchinson. RCP reported that
for the period of Oct. 22-28 Beebe
was up an average of 16.6 percent
in all polls.
Nationwide, from Oct. 24-30,
RCP's combined polls indicated
53.2 percent ofvoters plan to vote
democratic and 38.2 percent plan
to vote republican.
Harding students wishing to
vote early can do so at the White
County Courthouse. On election
day; H arding students vote at the
Ward 4A box at the First Assembly
of God on Benton Street.

eating disorder...
Symptoms:

Guidelines for those who
suspect an eating disorder
• An intense fear of
in a friend or family
member:
becoming fat
• A preoccupation with ,_. · ,f lH l tU• U 'r t 1
food
"'"' Ednca f! yo se1fhbo\it
.. ·.d.isorders, come to r'
• Avoiding social events
eatmg
where food is present
the discussion on Monday
• Eating rituals (e.g.
at 7 p.m.
cutting food into tiny bits)
• Develop a support
• Cold hands and feet, dry
network in which to share
skin or cracked fingernails your frustrations
• A covering of fuzzy,
•Avoid talking about
food and weight with the
downy hair ov,er the body
patient, as those are not the
• Depression, anxiety or
mood swings
core issues
• Amenorrhea (absence
• Don't force the patient
of at least three menstrual
to eat
cycles)
•Don't comment o n his or
• Fatigue, dehydration
her weight or appearance
• Long period of strenuous • Listen, be patient
exercise
• Don't play therapist,
• Shifting periods of
encourage him or her to
receive professional help
binging and fasting
(which Harding offers free
• Feeling out of coritrol
when eating and in control of charge to students in the
when not eating
Counseling Center)
• Eating in secret or hiding •Don't make mealtimes a
food
battleground
• Eating to escape
• Be sensitive, but firm
problems
•Don' t restructure y9ur
• Induced vomiting, using 'life around the disorder
laxatives, diet pills or
• If the person is in acute
diuretics
medical danger and you
• Swollen neck glands
have authority over him
• Scars on hands or acidor her (as with minors),
eaten teeth from forced
submit him or her to
vomiting
treatment.

cared radio host, ~ the Director - Standing Together to RepreHarding University.
Rivera said the association of Busine:ts Relations. Rivera sent Opportunities, Networking
started as a volunteer organization worked at a large Fortune 100 and Growth."
Don Eudaly, advancement
Harding University will have to promote unity among alumni organization as the Director of
its first minority-based alumni and current students.
College Relations before w~rking regional director, said he hopes
this group is very significant for
association, Harding STRONG
It was this summer that the with Tom Joyner, she said.
fo undation, comprised of Afri- idea was brought into the atten"I was given the opportunity H arding.
tion of Harding's alumni and to serve as a workshop facilitator,
"Our aim in the Advancecan-American alumni.
The idea for the association administration, Rivera said.
mentor and ad visor to many ment and Alumni Offices is to
Rivera said currently 10 student organizations; many of involve more people in supporthas been in the works for at least
three years and was brought people between alumni and whom seemed to experience some ing Harding and her students
into the attention of H arding's administration are supporting of the same challenges that we, and mission, and I th ink this
as African-American students group will reach a constituency
alumni and administration by this initiative.
Errica Rivera, a 1991 graduate
"I have' been interested in at Harding experienced due to that will have a very positive
and originator of this effort.
establishing a solid connection lack ofAfrican-American alumni impact on our student body,"
Acco rding to its purpose with African-American alumni involvement in campus/student Eudaly said.
statement, the African-Ameri- for quite some time," Rivera said. relations," Rivera said. "As time
can Alumni Association has the "I presented a 'rough outline' to passed, I continued to socialize
goal to purposefully commit the Office ofAlumni Affairs and the idea with peers and finally
to the recruitment, retention , the idea was well received_''
placed pen to paper to develop
Rivera currencly works fo r the overall concept fo r the
empowerment and development
ofAfrican-American students at Tom Joyner, nationally syndi- Harding STRONG Fow1dation

SUSANA VELIZ
copy editor
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little ring
called love
Marry her with
the diamond that says
your love for her
is certifiable.

fine jewelry • gem o logist

things that nearly bring me to
tears, because people just don't
know how to handle it."
Accmding to the "The Recovery
Source Book" by BarbaraYoder, one
out offive teenage girls and one out
of 100 teenage boys are anorexic,
bulimic or binge eaters.
"Eating disorders are for girls
what pornography is for boys,"
Pollard said.
But just as women are not
exempt from sexual addiction,
neither are men exempt from eating
disorders. It is a myth that they
are only a girl's problem. Eating
disorders in men are more common in athletes or former athletes,
Pollard said, particularly jockeys
and dancers.
"A football player who ate a lot
to build muscle in high school will
find that he can still eat as before if
he just throws it up after,''.Pollard
said. "There's a lot of pr~ure on
men to look good."
If someone suspects that he
or she has an eating disorder, he
or she can talk co someone in the
Counseling Center on the third
floor of the Mdnteer.
F.ating Disorder Awareness Day
is sponsored by the Department of
Family and Consumer Sciences,
Institute for Church and Family, Department of Kinesiology
- Wellness Program, Office of
Student Life, Pi Theta Phi Social
Club, Nu Delta Chapter ofKappa
Omicron Nu Honor Society and
the Counseling Center.

If you suspect an
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things to girls who are struggling,
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Of Battle
With Bating Disorder :
ALEXA JOHNSTON
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ollywoodglamorizes
the thin and shuns
those who don't
follow suit. Tabloids
jump on the slightest sign of a
celebrity gaining weight and
claim they could be pregnant. The
pressure to be chin comes from
various sources and can create
dangerous consequences.
Sara Berry, Trans States Holding,5
corporate communications
manager and former Harding
student, suffered from an eating
disorder. She said it began when
she was 15 with the intention to
get into better shape and appear
more athletic like her teammates
on the cros.5 country team. What
started out as a reduction in
food consumption turned into
a restrictive list of foods Berry
would allow herself to eat.
In addition to her struggles
with eating, Berry said sh e
began to have problems with
over exercising. Berry not only
completed her cross country
workouts but added her own
additional workouts as well. She
said she would continue to add
on to her workout plan until she
felt guilty if she hadn't worked
out for several hours a day.
"That's the deceptive thing
with eating disorders," Berry said.
"They can start very innocently,
with a desire to lose a few pounds

or eat better, but once you start her relationships suffered greatly
getting restrictive with your food from her disease and ultimately
or feeling guilty about missing resulted in the breakup of her
workouts, that's a sign that a engagement.
problem is developing."
"It put a huge strain on my
Berry said a number of factors relationships with my parents
could have contributed to her and sister," Berry said. "[My
eating struggle that gradually breakup] was one of the most
formed into anorexia. She said devastating things I have ever
she was overweight as a child and experienced."
While Berry was still attending
felt pressure from others co be
thin. Also, her best friend moved Hardin g, the student body
raised $66,000 for her to receive
away and she became lohely.
"Both of my parents were treatment at Remuda Ranch
alcoholics," Berry said. "There because her insurance wouldn't
was the emotional impact of that cover the expense. Berry since
as .well as the genetic tendency then got married and moved to
toward addiction --- which, in Sc. Louis but suffered a relapse.
many ways, an eating disorder She stayed at another inpatient
.IS.,,
./
facility for three months close
She also said she considers to her home. Following her
herself to be a perfectionist and treatment, Berry has talked with
type-A personality. This, she said, several counselors and currently
made her more susceptible to the visits an outpatient therapist,
deception of an eating disorder who also suffered from an eating
and allowed the disease to exist disorder.
for so long.
"One of the biggest
When Berry arrived at Harding misconceptions about eating
as a freshman, she developed disorders is that you go away
bulimia in addition to anorexia. for treatment for a few weeks
Berry said eventually she became or months, and when you come
completely isolated from everyone home, you're 'cured,"' Berry said.
she knew and cared about. She "Recovery from an eating disorder
said the only thing she did care is a long process that takes years,
about at that time was the eating not months, and in many cases,
disorder. In high school, Berry is a lifelong process."
Berry will be speaking to
wasn't active in social activities
such as football games, prom Harding in chapel Nov. 6
or dating. She, instead, was and in a panel discussion at
concerned with one thing 7 p.m. in the Administration
- h er appearance. Berry said Auditorium along w ith other

panelists who have experienced,
in some capacity, this issue.
Suzanne Casey, marriage and
family therapist, Justin Moore,
marriage and family therapist,
Dr. Sherry Pollard, counselor,
Dr. Richard Duke, physician, Dr.
Lisa Ritchie, dietitian and Lisa
Ford, a recovering eating disorder
patient, will all be speaking in
the panel discussion.
The purpose of the discussion
is to inform, not only those who
struggle with eating disorders,
but anyone who may know
someone w ith the problem.
Senior Jami Macke, junior
Abby Howard, Sheri Shearin,
assistant dean of students and
Dr. Pollard collaborated on the
idea of bringing in Berry to talk
to the student body.
"I got to thinking how prevalent
eating disorders are," Macke said.
"I knew it was an issue [Pi Theta
Phi] would embrace and want
to address."
The panel discussion and
Berry's arrival are sponsored by Pi
Theta Phi, the wellness program,
the counseling center, the office
of student life, the Institute for
Church & Family and the family
& consumer science with the
Nu Delta C h apter of Kappa
Omicron N u honor society.
The panel discussion is free
and open to the entire public.
Everyone is encouraged to attend
to gain a new perspective on
this disease.
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Knowledge Makes Th~ Difference

've been told many times that I
am somewhat of a knowledge
freak, and it's a pretty accurate
label. I'm a sucker for obscure
random facts and my homework
has spent many a night rotting away
while I pick Google's brain about
Polish mathematicians or dying Native
American languages. I'm aware that
I'm in the minority in this respect
and certainly don't expect everyone
to share my enthusiasm for Kenyan
literature, particle physics or whatever
topic happens to catch my attention.
However, I do think it's important co
maintain a modicwn of cultural literacy.
We have the responsibility to be
informed enough about the world
around us to make responsible decisions
c whom to
about such things as ror
vote and how to control our energy
consumption. It's also a good idea to be
able to hold an intelligent conversation
with your professor about his or her
field and ask relevant, thoughtful
q uestions, especially if that 89 won't
quite push itself up to a 90.
I once overheard a Harding student
say that he didn't see the point of
reading anything ocher than the Bible
because it contained all he needed co
know about l\vh1g. I'm certainly not
going to deny that we can learn a great
'deal by studying the lives ofJesus, Paul
and a host of others, but it's a tough
sell that nothing else is worth reading.
And in the strictest sense of the word
"need," one doesn't really "need" to
read anything co survive. Bue why limit
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The Bison
Harding University
900 E. Center
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The Bison is a campus
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provide high-quality journalistic
discussion of issues of concern
to the Harding community.
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enhance skills learned in the
classroom.
The Bison recognizes its
responsibility to be accurate,
fair and objective in its reporting while upholding the Christian ideals for which Harding
University exists.
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forum for student perspectives,
welcoming letters to the editor
which adhere to ethical and
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are no more than 300 words
in length.
Signed columns appearing
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Universify Box 11192, Searcy,
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501-279-4471 or send faxes to
501 -279-4127.

gor out of bed the other day, my
hair disheveled, face feeling stiff and
proceeded to go about my normal
morning routine: showered, muttered a few unmentionable words
of greeting to my roommate and sat down
co eat breakfast. Everything was going
normally until I was about to wash my
cereal bowl (filled with Honey Bunches of
·sterling
O ats that morning). I poured the leftover
two ounces of milk into the sink where
they were immediately consumed by the
porous likeness of our blue dish sponge.
Suddenly, an existential question hit me:
What wotild it be like·co be a sponge? I
realize this is not the most common quesgraced our planet. Ifyou dismiss natural
science as irrelevant at best and invalid at tion that people ask in the morning, but
under the given circumstances and the
worst, you are missing the opportunity
of my morning coherence, hopefully
level
to explore the beautiful complexity and
. interconnectedness of the natural world. you will not find it coo absurd.
But really, how would it feel to be the
In short, by dogmatically sticking co
sponge at the bonom of the sink who had
the Bible, not only as your rule of faith
waited all night long for something interand practice but also co the exclusion
esting
to happen and was greeted in the
of practically everything else, you are
morning with my two ounces ofmilk that
ignoring a substantial portion of God's
didn't get consumed. with the rest of the
lessons about life and his creation.
So for those of you who aren't
Honey Bunches of Oats? Well, it probably
convinced about the value of being
wouldn't feel very good, but right after I
c
d ab out the gre;i.t ach ievements
poured the milk out I turned on the faucet
inmrme
of civilization, do some reading and see
and let the dean, fresh water purify both
what happens. You may find that you
the bowl and sponge.
catch an allusion made by your history
Rather than think of this sponge as a
professor that you wouldn't h ave caught
mere product of its circumstances, I want
before, making his point much easier co
co liken it to the life of a Christian. We
und erstand . You may b e able to impress
have much in common with the sponge
your friends from different countries
at the bottom
by knowing something about their
of the sink,
homeland. Or maybe you won't use
maintaining
I'm not a preacher
your newfound knowledge for a while,
our existence
like Amos; how·
but it certainly won't be useless forever.
but also,
ever,
I am the son
In the film ''A Beautiful Mind," John
being filled
h
d
h
Id
th
h
of a preacher and
Nas is surprise w en to
at is
by whatever
equilib
· · rium theory is b eing consid ered
have felt the encloconstitutes
for the Nobel Prize; he didn't know
our environsure of the Bubble
how useful it would be to the fields of
ment: if air,
and the tightening
business and economics. Knowledge
then we're dry,
acquired for the sake of knowledge has
loops of the Belt
if water then
a way of making itself useful lacer, and
my whole life
we're wee and
even if it doesn't, it sure doesn't hurt
clean, if milk,
either. Excuse me while I go read the
then we're soggy
national epic of Kyrgyzstan.
and putrid.
The environment in which we live
JASON LOY is a guest columnist for the Bison
claims a significant level of importance to
and may be contacted at jloy1@harding.edu.
what kind of person we become. I'd like to
give a few positive reasons to support both
the "Harding Bubble" - the contained
aanosphere of influence presented by our
university- and the "Bible Belt" - the
chain of churches that swings along the
pent-up testosterone and bad hand-eye
South. And just ifyou're wondering, no,
coordination, the United Nations needs
Harding did not commission this article; it
all the garners it can get.
So experts in Halo 2 and Elder Scrolls comes from my own desire to write it. In
fact, the very writing of this article shows
N can either use their much-needed
the influence of the Bubble and the Belt in
talents on the world stage or they can
my
life.
join the Cyberathlece Professional
First,
when talking co people on
League. Yes, co the further dismay
campus
about
the Bubble and the Belt, I
of those of us who fear the virtual
often hear derisive comments about them.
apocalypse, a new brand of professional
People say that we get so trapped inside
garners has arisen, including young men
our Bubble chat we can't get out, that we
like Jonathan Wendel, who makes up to
don't reach out to the community. In the
$12,000 per weekend playing in video
same way, people attack the Belt, suggestgame tournaments.
ing that we gee so wrapped inside our own
Called the "Tiger Woods of Gaming," denomination of faith that we can't even
Wendel gives hope to every twentycalk to people of ariother one.
something guy whose lifetime gaming
I won't deny that these arguments have
obsession has given him no marketable
validity. I'm not a preacher like Amos;
skills in the real world. Now there is
however, I am the son of a preacher and
an alternate world, a self-perpetuating
have felt the enclosure of the Bubble and
cyber-fantasy in which men can make a
the tightening loops of the Belt my whole
living sitting on the couch, sweatshirts
life. There's something co be said for breakdrenched in energy drinks and Cheetos.
ing out of these stereotypes.
Meanwhile their women sic by and sigh,
Some may also say that the Bubble
wondering why they passed up chat nice
and the Belt soften us from the reality
guy in high school who liked poetry.
of the world. Instead of having STDs at
Hardin!?' we have the kiss-transmittable
"mono.' Instead of drinking alcohol to
MICHAEL CLAXTONis a guest columnist for the
gee us wired, we consume energy drinks.
Bison and may be contacted at mclaxto1@
There's no denying that we are protected,
harding.edu
in part, from the realities of the world.
But the Bubble and the Belt do much
more good than harm. We are the sponge,
especially in our youth. While at Harding,
we should soak up as much about God as
can. We should leave Harding saturated, dripping with a heart that has a mind
only for G od. For when many of us go
into the "real world" and face the week-old
The Bison welcomes your
putridity of the world's milk, we will need
views on issu es of interest to the
that saturation to maintain our faith when
Harding community. Letters to
ic is tested.
the editor from st uden ts, faculty,
Similarly, we need this spiritual Belt
administrators and t h e Searcy
us with a vast fellowship of
to
support
community are encouraged.
believers when we depart 6-om the Bubble.
Wherever we go, it's imperative to have
Letters must b e sign ed,
others to encourage us in the walk In the
contain a phone number for
end, after the pros and cons, after the reaverification and be no more than
sons for and against, this argument comes
300 words in length. 1he Bison
down co one thing: You are the sponge;
reserves the right to edit letters
what are you going to be filled with?
for style, clarity and brevity.

JASON LOY

Guest
S
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ourselves co mere survival and basic
functionality?
If you've taken science classes at
Harding or have spent some time in
the science center, you've probably
noticed Proverbs 25:2 on a wall on the
second floor, as well as at the top of the
majority of your syllabi. le reads: "It is
the glory of God co conceal a matter;
to search out a matter is the glory of
kings." Although Proverbs 2 5:2 is a
favorite verse of Christian scientists, ·
it can be applied to virtually every
field of knowledge. God gave us this
amazing world that we live in; it would
be a disservice co him not co learn as
much about it as we can, and not just
as a matter of practicality. It would
be unfair co asswne that God cannot
use artists, academics and researchers
today in much the same way that he
used the authors of the Bible to deliver
his word to the nation of Israel. If you
choose to ignore all the great literature
that humanity has produced, you are
choosing co ignore a vase collection of
insight about h uman nature. If you
choose to ignore thousands of years
of human history not recorded in
the Bible, you are choosing to ignore
countless lessons to be learned from the
myriad of rich, varied cultures chat have

Games Are The ·N ew Time Waster

T

e other day, I was walking
own the hallway minding
my own business when two
colleagues beckoned me
mto an office where, clearly,
no work was being done. I won't identify
these esteemed peers and will only point
out that they are both grown men whose
names start with "Doctor." Thus imagine
my dismay as I stood for 15 minutes and
watched two intellectuals devote their
combined brain power co a video game
in which a caveman with a baseball bat
sees how far he can knock a bunch of
penguins.
Next I was introduced to "Foot in
the Door." Try to picture this spectacle:
the player, armed with a handful of
disembodied feet, stands before a series
of office doors that are opening and
shutting rapidly. The goal is to hurl as
many toe-bearing appendages as possible
inside the doors before they shut. In
the proc.ess, secretaries are knocked
over, errand-boys carrying piles of paper
collapse into a heap and occasionally a
green monster comes out for lunch. The ·
player receiv,es extra points for every foot
landed in the monster's mouth.
My colleague proudly showed me
that he had reached "Level 3" of this
game. Meanwhile, ungraded pap~rs were
stacking up on the desk, and I came to
the conclusion that civilization was most
certainly going to pot right before my
eyes.
As a result, I have good news and
bad news for all the ladies out there.
The good news is that the days of being
a sports widow may be nwnbered. For
every wife and girlfriend who has been
completely ignored during any week that
has a Monday night in it, there is hope.
The foot, basket and baseball addicts
who have dedicated their entire lives
to spilling potato chips onto the floor
as they yell at television screens may be
turning over a new leaf, hanging up their
jerseys and airhorns for good.
The bad news for women is that the
·
new leaf involves another TV screen.
Sadly, the sports widow is now the video
game widow. Sports Center husbands
have become Counter-strike husbands,
some of whom will only talk to their

MICHAEL CLAXTON

Humor
wives during a power outage. It's easy
to understand the appeal; I myself was
once envious of a friend's glamorous
Atari system. Now, frustrated wannabe
athletes can pretend to be involved
through Fantasy League teams and
amateur criminals can steal and pillage
to their heart's content in Grand Theft
Auto. According to a recent study, some
play~rs are so hooked on the console that
they are experiencing permanent bladder
damage from playing Quake 3 for seven
hours without a bathroom break. "I just
lose crack of time," one player said, as he
adjusted his catheter.
le is no surprise chat clinics co treat
game addiction have recently opened
in Beijing and Amsterdam, where
those who are convinced that World
ofWarcraft is real can come talk to
the nice men in the white coats. If
you suspect your roommate ofwhat is
being called "gaming flu," look for the
following signs: rapid thumb movement
(RT M), even when no console is
present; inability to concentrate on
anything that doesn't explode every four
seconds and instinctive reaction to any
stimuli that involves jumping over it,
shooting it or shooting it again. And if
your husband or boyfriend ever talks ·
about "transforming the mouse into an
extension of my body," seek immediate
therapy. For yourself, that is. It's too late
for him.
While critics claim that obsessive
gaming contributes co aggression,
illiteracy, obesity, short attention span
and a general disengagement with reality
in all its non-virtual blandness, defenders
respond that video games teach patience
and critical thinking skills, challenge
hand-eye coordination and provide a
safe outlet for natural male hostility. And
since some have argued that problems
such as World War I resulted simply
from a combination of impatience,

LETTER POLICY

Letters to the editor may b e
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NATHAN SHANK is a guest columnist for the
Bison and may be contacted at nshank@
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Bright Sign Somewhat Blinding
OUR VIEW
The new
entrance to
campus off
Race Street
proves to be a
blindingly bright
·-· new addition to
campus.

So they say change is good, right? Well, frankly, that
is just not always true. The Harding campus has seen

blinded by the screen's brightness. It could be considered light pollution. Come on ... this is Searcy, Ark.

many recent changes, architectural and otherwise, and
although many of the renovations are welcome but not
all these changes have been well received. The newly
constructed entrance on Race Street is one such modification that is causing concern among students.
This entrance has been built up and now may be
more extravagant than the school's entrance on Beebe
Capps. Unfortunately, the makeover is not considered
an improvement by some. The new Race Street entrance is obtrusive, and potentially. dangerous.

Not Las Vegas.
Also, the large, brick walls that now adorn the
entrance would be better suited for the' entrance of a
ritzy neighborhood with private drives. But at least we
don't have to prove our identities to a gatekeeper upon
returning to campus. We just have to shield our eyes
and maneuver our cars around the entryway..
Also the new "Welcome to Harding" sign and cul-desac beside the cafeteria, like the new entrance, seems like a
strange addition to the Harding campus. Not only is this
area now more difficult to drive through, but also the signage, at least, is superfluous. If people don't know they are
at Harding University by that point, chances are they're
not very attentive.
Anyway, it is likely these changes were made to draw
attention to Harding and modernize the campus. The
problem is, the new entrance, screens and signs seem to
be consistently disliked by students. Bottom line: They
are rather gratuitous.

Not only is the new entrance a bit over the top,
but it also looks extremely out of place on little Race
Street, sandwiched amidst small businesses like Midnight Oil and Subway. It's just ostentatious.
The huge screen that displays information about
Harding and its happenings is so distracting that it
could cause problems with passing vehicles. On top
of that, when it rains, the screen seems to go haywire.
And don't try driving by at night; you just might be
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Browning
Points

Marriage
Becoming
Less Serious

S

eeing as I am a compulsive
buyer, I have a difficult
time making it through
the check out line at WalMart without picking up
a magazine or two. This past week,
I picked up one of my favorite
magazines, Cosmopolitan, thinking
I needed something light to scrim
through in between classes. While I
was flipping pages, I stumbled upon
a short article about marriage in the
United States, which deeply saddened
me.
In the November issue of
Cosmopolitan, an article entitled
"Happily Unmarried" reported that
in 2005, 4.9 million unmarried,
opposite-sex couples lived together.
This outrageous statistic is up from
3.8 million in 2000. Not only has
the number of couples living together
out of wedlock increased, but the
number of marriages performed in the
United States
·
has actually
Bubble provides. I'm bound to
decreased. This
When a
return home by commitment and
is pathetic.
couple
enby choice, but even if I could stay,
Once upon
ters into a
a time, people
it would be futile, since the only
marriage
cared about che
thing keeping me here is the here
they should
and now and the people I'm sharinstitution of
ing this time with.
marriage and
be comwould have
To you freshmen out there,
mitting
don't refrain from living out loud
never dreamed
themselves
and squeezing the most out of
of living with
to their
your time at Harding. Just choose
someone prior
wisely so you won't have to lie
to having
spouse
when your children ask about
wedding bands
"until death
on their fingers.
your life when you were their
do
us part."
age. Don't fool yourselves by
Unfortunately,
saying there is no point in maksomewhere
ing friends with the people you'll
in the last 50 years or so, the word
meet while in college because
"marriage" has gone from being
_r something rhac is tre(\SureQ. co
you'll never see chem aeain after
< r ' Y.
'in'"'! tu rJh V.fOfDl
r
,
r·
.
cad uat10n. Fo,ur years 1s too on &, .,_. •i :\9tffl thing that isn t realty tha big
a time co put life on hold. And
1
1d eal Marriage no longer means
to yo u, my fellow seniors, we still
forever.
Wht;n a couple enters into a
have one more semester ahead.
God will provide. In the meanmarriage, they should be committing
time, if you see a rather short
themselves to their spouse "until
girl suspiciously leaning toward a
death do us part." Sadly, this is rarely
squirrel at the front lawn or being
the case anymo~e. Too often people
dunked in either of our fo untains,
enter into marriage with the mindset
feel free to join her and make
that if they are not happy 100 percent
some more memories.
of the time, they can just leave. While
I am. no expert on marriage, seeing as
SUSANA VELIZ is the copy editor for the
I have never been married, I am still
Bison and may be contacted at sveliz@
fairly certain marriages take work and
harding.edu.
no one will ever be happy all the time.
In the Cosmopolitan article,
Dorian Solot, co-founder of the
Alternatives to Marriage Project and
coauthor of "Unmarried to Each
Other" defends the idea of lifepartnership by stating that living this
sort of life allows a person to stay in a
sity; it is the story of desperate
relationship because they want to be
men and women playing their last
there, and not out of obligation.
card in the race for survival: They
In today's society, the idea of
can either win better living condimarriage is almost laughable. Many
of those who do actually walk down
tions or literally lose their lives in
the isle do so knowing they might
the attempt.
possibly be making that same walk a
I can understand people fearof more times in their lifetime.
couple
ing the lost of national identity or
Many
others,
however, do not even
the threat of terrorist infiltration,
bother with marriage. Instead of
but yo u will have to admit that
making their significant other their
in many ways these immigrants'
spouse and making a commitment to
labor force makes a considerable
each other before their friends, family
contribution to the sustenance of
and God, couples simply pledge to
the national economy. Therefore,
be "life-partners" and begin playing
don't try to find easy solutions,
house. This trend, unfortunately, is on
because there aren't any.
the rise.
According to Nora Baladerian,
a
psychologist
and president of the
TANIAGRANDEis a guest columnist for the
advocacy group Unmarried America,
Bison and may be contacted at tgrande@
marriages are on the decline for
harding.edu.
several reasons. Women no longer
have to be married because in
today's world, they can financially
support themselves. Others, she said,
simply do not want the government
to get involved in their love lives.
Both of the reasons she gives in
the Cosmopolitan article seem like
society's way of justifying something
The Bison welcomes your
that is wrong.
thoughts and writings. Anyone
At Harding, we all laugh and
may write, no previous
joke about living in the middle of
experience is necessary.
a marriage factory and everyone
The Bison would love to
knows that it is "three swings and a
feature your writing in the
ring - by spring," but at least most
opinion section.
Harding students still value the idea
W e accept your opinion on
of marriage. Though society seems
anything. Yo u may write about
to have turned it back on marriage,
a book you read, a thought you
thankfully, some still recognize it as
had or a political or religious
one of God's greatest gifts. .
view.
If yo u desire to write, contact
HEATHER BROWNING serves as the editor-inKevin Rogers at krogers@
chief for the 2006-2007 Bison. She may be
h arding.edu.
contacted at hbrownin@harding.edu or at

Life After Harding Is Not So ,Frightening
Imminent Graduation Brings Memories And Laughter
y graduation approval is in, my
schedule for next
semester is ready
for registration
and I'm no longer wondering
what is like to have senioricis.
About three years ago, I left my
family, Panama's eternal summer
and real malls within walking distance to embark in the adventure
of becoming a college student.
Making new friends, dealing with
coursework and getting used to
life without Mom to bail me out
of trouble wasn't too hard, but
adapting my sensitive stomach
to Aramark food and Harding's
"no .~DQJltan~,&>1.!~~h,oreographing
rule" ..... .• tha :waS;-just too much.
Older Walton scholars shared
their.experiences with my incoming group, slipping every now and
then that they cried for a whole
month before they weren't homesick anymore. I didn't find that I
was crying myself to sleep at all,
which was somewhat unsettling
given that I would be sacrificing
relationships in order to pursue
a higher education away from
home'. Nevertheless, my family
and friends.had stopped thinking

out of yours (minus the bruises,
of
course).
SUSANA VELIZ
So far, I've joined academic societies, performed on the Benson
stage, chilled with the powerful
· of corporate America, felt the
warmth of helping those in need
and traveled across the ocean
of me as everyone's little girl for
just to find myself sharing with a
doing so and I was not going to
culture incredibly similar to mine
be the one to disappoint chem.
regardless
of the differences in
It didn't take me long to settle
race
and
weather.
into college life, and, as I grew
To my mother's dismay, college
comfortable with the Southern
taught me that cold pizza is a
laid-back pace, the unthinkable
perfectly decent breakfast food,
happened: An overachiever, I
it's never too cold to play in the
found myself, for the first time
lily pool and laundry should not
in my life, at ease with just doing
make you lose sleep as long as you
the bare minimum to get by. I
have eno_ugh dean socks.
sn:IJ>ped out of.it soon enough,
but somehow I still feel like I'll
Moreover, my time at Harding
never be able to recover the lovely has allowed me to build reladaylight hours I could hilve spent
tionships with women of noble
taking a nap on the front lawn or
character, share crazy Wednesday
wading in the lily pool.
nights with dear friends at a job
The outcome of such reawakenI love and turn the stranger from
ing translated itself into an array
Iowa
I first shared a room with
of life-changing, contrasting exinto
a
new sister.
periences, a parade of never-dull
It's
almost
time to move on,
characters and a few bruises - all
and thank God, what lies ahead
,of them blessings showered upon
after college does not frighten
me throughout my journey as an
me anymore; however, I'll miss
undergraduate - and hope they
the sense of security the Harding
encourage you to make the best

Oh
Susana

f

Government Needs To Tear Down Wall

T

Immigration Is Not A Matter OfPolicy But A Matter OfHuman Lives

he term "mojado" is
widely used in Latin
American countries to
refer to the thousands
of illegal immigrants
that daily embark in the lifethreatening odyssey of crossing
the border between Mexico and
the United States looking for a
better life. The exact translation
into English would be "soaked" or
"wet," and it's a metaphor referring
to the appearance illegal immigrants present after having walked
many days under the hot sun in
the d esert or having crossed the
Rio Grande River.
Now that you understand the
m eaning of this term, I would like
you to consider the following lyric
written by the Guatemalan singer
Ricardo Arjona.
"Mojado"
"He packed a couple of T-shirts
and a h at, his vocation for adventure,
Six advises, seven photographs
and a thousand memories.
He packed his desires to stay,
his determination to become the
man he has dreamed and hasn't
become.
He said good bye with a grimace covered by a smile, prayed to
his God to take care of his family,
and then crossed the border however he could.
If the moonlight slowly slips on
any curtain with no permission,
Why does the mojado need co
prove with a visa chat he doesn't
come from Neptune.
The mojado feels like drying
The mojado is wet because of
the nostalgic rears he h as shed

TANIA GRANDE

Guest
Space
The illegal immigrant bears
the burden that the legal citizen
wouldn't bear not even by obligation.
The lack of a simple paper
has made him a fugitive, and he
doesn't belong here because his
name doesn't appear in any file
Neither does he belong to his
country because he left.
Mojado, it seems like your truth
is a lie,
It tastes like sadness, your anxiety, when you look at freeway and
dream about the street that takes
you home.
You are a mojado for crying so
m uch knowing that somewhere a
kiss awaits you in pause since the
day yo u departed.
If the universal visa is issued
to every one of us the day we
are born and expires when death
comes, Why do they persecute
you, mojado, when heaven's ambassador already granted you his
permission ..."
A good message to understand
here is that illegal immigration
in the United States is not only a
political problem, as much as some
short-sighted people would like to
view it, especially in the context of
the upcoming legislative elections.
We need to give it back its human
dimension so we can develop a ,
comprehensive approach to this

controversial issue.
A misleading temptation exists
in human nature to always choose
the easiest way to approach any
problem, even when chis means, at
best, a temporal solution instead
of a permanent one. And this is
illustrated in the recenr decision
by the U.S. government to build a
double fence on the border with its
southern neighbors.
The U.S. government has all the
diplomatic and economic power to
develop a more comprehensive and
responsible response to chis pressing issue rather than adopting only
make-up policies that don't do
anything but hurt its international
relations. Instead, they should
focus on a long-term strategy chat
would actack the very root of the
problem, which is the high levels of poverty most of the Latin
American population is immersed
in and the lack of dignifying job
opportunities in these countries.
How can yo u really believe a
fence is going to keep people from
coming if all these years they have
kept on coming, despite the possibility of being welcomed U.S.
Border Patrol by armed civilian
groups like the Minutemen, dying
of exposure in the Arizonan desert
or losing body parts as they try to
climb over the "death trains" that
run from Central America to the
United Scates?
These Latin American workers
are not coming here on vacation,
but to work hard for the well-being of their families. To them it is
not an option, but rather a neces-
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Bisons Aim To Keep Streak Alive

Spoken Too
Soon

P

eople talk big all the time.
Some talk big co compensate for something they lack;
others talk big to intimidate. And
then there are some who can't help
but throw in a witty comment at
every opportnnity. Most people
realize that in the spons, big talk
plus trash talk equals, well, spons
talk. The more passionate and
heated the spons talk, the better
the storyline.
So how much of this actually
"
means anything to athletes? Sure
it helps ESPN's "Pardon the Interruption" and supplies hours
of pre-game material, but how
much of spons talk drives teams
to action? Are halfi:ime locker
room speeches and true unity
the only things that motivate
teams to overcome adversity and
achieve greatness?
I was reminded this week of a
few comments made writing off
a game or series in a certain way
and couldn't help but wonder if
there was any connection between
those comments and the outcome
of those events. Maybe not; maybe athletes and teams are more
focused than I think and don't let
the media influence chciF pJay.
USA Todays Bob Nightengale
had scouted the World Series a
couple of weeks ago, adamantly
in favor of the Detroit Tigers to
win. He referred to the Tigers'
obstacles to a championship as
"keeping a straight face." The line
which caught my attention was
emphasii.ed in bold: "The Tigers
in three. OK, make it four."
These insulting words were
proven completely wrong as it
turns out. The hottest team with
home-field advantage and great
pitcfung choked to a team that
barely claimed the NL Central
Division. Out of eight playoff
teams, this team had the fewest
victoriJ ;u;_d seemingly couldn't
win btck-to-back in the postseason. Did the Cardinals ever hear
the predictions? Who knows,
but they nearly swept the Tigers
and brought home a championship to St. Louis for the first
time since 1982.
Albert Pujols called it a "dream
he's had·since he was a little boy."
Tony La Russa said "this is something special this group of guys
will never forget." Something
happened; everybody was rooting against the Cardinals winning the World Series, hue look
who boasts the title.
Coach Steve Spurrier reminded
us all this past week that a smart
mouth doesn't always get the best
of people. He explained to the
media that winners usually tell the
jokes and since Tennesree didn't
win many games against his former Gators that "they weren't telling too many up'' in Knoxville.
You might as well lob his famous "you can't spell Citrus without ur' comment.with his illustrious NFL career in the same bag
of jokes. Now it's' the Vols' turn
to laugh and head coach Philip
Fulmer's chance to poke at Spurrier. ,"He's a good coach," was all
Fulmer would, say afi:er the game.
Do you think it's possible that
maybe some motivation comes
from the big talk and cheap jokes
that people use? We've all seen
"Remember the Titans," "Hoosiers" and "Rudy." We've seen the
· teams that were once laughed at
who show up with their play instead of their words. Some of us
have witnessed the transformation that takes place. That's what
it's all about.

CRAIG RAINBOLTffhe Bison

Senior running back Kyle Wess splits Henderson State defenders during the Bisons' 34-28 Homecoming victory. Wess leads the GSC in rushing yards with 763 on the season.

Defense Becomes A Force To Be Reckoned With In GSC
.AMANDA PRUITI
assistant editor

With only two starters returning on defense for the Bisons in 2006, fans had reason
to be skeptical of the future.
After a rough beginning
to the season when the Bisons surrendered l 0 l points
through the first three games,
Harding's defense has played
a major role in the team's current five-game winning streak
by forcing 22 turnovers in the
victories.
"In the first few games we
couldn't cause a turnover,"
head coach Randy Tribble said.
"We had so many guys who
had never made a tackle in a
game before that they couldn't
think a whole lot about not
just tackling but ripping the
ball out at the same time. We
were just happy for them to
make a tackle."
The Bisons opened against
the Gulf South Conference on

Sept. 14 playing against North
Alabama. Though Harding
lost the game 41-14 and surrendered 504 yards of offense,
Tribble said the second half
was a turning point for the inexperienced Bison defense.
"At the half of the North
Alabama game we were mad at
ourselves and frustrated," Tribble said. "We did a heart-toheart check in the second half,
and we've been pretty good on
defense ever since."
North Alabama scored 34
points and gathered 364 yards
in the first half, but the Bison
defense held North Alabama
to 140 yards and seven first
downs after halftime.
A large part of Harding's
winning streak comes from
the Bisons' ability to cause
turnovers on defense. Harding forced just four turnovers
through the first four games
while committing 11 turnovers. The Bison defense has
reversed the trend in recent

weeks, however, as Harding
has forced 20 turnovers in the
last four games while turning
the ball over only four times.
"That turnaround is amazing, but that's just a testimony
to our players' confidence and
how hard they play," Tribble
said.
The Harding defense continued its aggressive style of
play against Henderson State,
forcing five turnovers in the
Bisons' 34-28 on Oct. 28 overtime Homecoming victory.
Junior
defensive
back
Sevohn Greer earned his second Defensive GSC Player of
the Week honors for his performance against Henderson.
Greer forced two fumbles, one
in the overtime, to give the Bisons possession of the ball to
set up a chance for the victory.
He also collected eight tackles
with two tackles for loss.
Greer was not the only Bison to play a solid defensive
game against Henderson. Se-

nior noseguard Justin Currie recorded a career-high 13
tackles with four tackles for
loss. Senior cornerback Robert Towns collected his eighth
interception of the season and
eighteenth of his career.
The victory also caught the
attention of the pollsters as
Harding jumped into ninth
place in the N CAA II Southeast. Regional Poll. O nly the
top six teams qualify for the
national playoffs, so the fate
· of the Bisons' playoff hopes
rests on several higher-ranking
teams losing.
"[The ranking] is not what
we need to focus on, but it's always good to get that recognition," Tribble said. "You like to
see the happy look on the player's face after big games and it's
satisfying to see how that positively affects your team."
The Bisons (6-2, 5-1) will
put their winning streak on
the line when they hit the road
tomorrow against Arkansas

Tech. The game kicks off at
I p.m. in Russellville, Ark. at
Russellville High School's Cyclone Stadium.
The Arkansas Tech Wonder Boys (6-3, 4-3) enter.
tomorrow's game winners of
three consecutive games after a rough start. Tech lost
three straight games to Valdosta State, North Alabama and
Delta State early in GSC p lay
before grinding out a 7-6 upset
victory over Henderson.
Harding defeated Arkansas Tech 27-10 at First Security Stadii.101 last season. Tech
jumped out to a 10-0 lead before Harding began its scoring
onslaught. The Bison defense
forced five turnovers and the
offense scored 20 points off the
Tech miscues. Towns collected
three interceptions for the first
time in his career.
"We have to Le ready to
play," Tribble said. "It's their
last game of the year, so I think
we'll get their very best."

Lacrosse Opens
Season Strong
HEATHER BROWNING
editor-in-chief

CRAIG RAINBOLTfThe Bison
Harding lacrosse players, with senior Joe Szostak and freshman Zach McGinness, scrimmage against each

other at the annual Black and Gold game Oct. 27 in preparation for the tournament in Kansas this weekend.

The H arding lacrosse team
looks to continue their th reegame winning streak this
weekend as they compete in
the Tillar Classic at ~sas
State University. The BfSons
kicked off their season Oct.
14 with wins over the University of Missouri-Rolla, M issouri State University and the
University of Arkansas at the
O zark Invitational at Missouri
State University in Springfield,
Mo.
The lacrosse team has experienced several successful
seasons, with trips to the national tournament the past
two terms. The hard work
and dedication of the ream,

in addition to those who support the lacrosse program, has
played a key part in the teams
continued success, senior defender Josh Granvold said.
"The lacrosse team has remained competitive because
of the dedication of every ind ividual involved with the
team, which is not just limited
to players and coaches," Granvold said. "We have several
faculty members to help us in
times of need. We have sponsors from the school. Our stals
girls do so many things for the
team chat they are practically
a part of the team. We remain
competitive because of the
drive and desire that we recei.ve
from everyone ~-sociated with
the team."
see LACROSSE page 2B
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Lady Bisons Close-Season Upbeat
DANIEL WADE
sports editor
Postseason awards surfound
the Lady Bison soccer team as four
players were named to theAll-GSC
FJ..rSt Team and head coach Dr. Greg
Harris celebrated his third Coach of
the Year honor in four years.
The Lady Bison soccer team
finished their season 8-5-3 overall
after falling to Ouachita Baptist at
the GSCTournament in Pensacola,
Fla., last' week. The appearance
marked the third time in four
years that Harding has advanced
to the GSC Tournament.
Harding began the season with
a handful of losses but turned
around mid-season to pull out
a few wins.
''.At the beginning of the season,
a lot of the freshmen were still
learning the system," freshman
goalkeeper Chelsea Hornbeck
said. "Everything started clicking
for us at the perfect time, and we
began winning just as conference
games started."
The Lady Bisons commanded a
six-game winning streak, defeating
all conference foes until the final
game with Ouachita Baptist.
"I really think finding our
rhythm was the biggest part of it,"
junior forward Kendyl Washburn
said. "We changed a few things
and took six games in a row."
Harding faced the end of
regular season play with a game
against Ouachita Baptist and a
semifinal game with the same
foe in tournament play.
"Our loss to Ouachita in the
first game was rough," Washburn
said. "We knew that whoever won
the first game carried momentum
into the second game."
Freshman center-fielder Minnie
Guzman said the semifinal game
brought with it some anxieties.
"We all knew we should have
beaten them, and we weren't going
to let them beat us again," Guzman
said. "I was so nervous going into
the tournament, [with] definitely
no sleep the night before."
Hornbeck said emotions and

-
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Junior forward Kendyl Washburn drives to score against West Georgia on Oct. 8. The Lady Bisons knocked
off the Wolves 1-0 during their six game stint late in the season.
·
expectations were high for the
Although disappointment ran
"Being named All-GSC is
team.
throughouttheteam,positivechings a huge honor and I'm really
"Going into the tournament, I came from the experience.
happy about it, but I play for
thought we could win all the way
"The tournament was a my teammates and my coach,"
through:' Hornbeck said "I am very good chance for freshmen and Hornbeck said.
proud ofmy teammates. Theyshut sophomoreswho hadneverbeen to
Hornbeck and Guzman are
down Ouachita the whole game." the tournat'!1ent to experience it," both freshman given the honor
A penalty kick in the first half Washburn said. "Now they've been of All-GSC.
gave the Tigers the lead and despite there and know that we won't let
"I was really surprised; I knew
our-shooting the Tigers 10-2, the that happen again next year."
the freshman weren't supposed to
Lady Bisons could not put points
The Lady Bisons return nine of make it," Guzman said. "Being
on the board and Ouachita went 11 starters to the team next season named doesn't take away the loss. I
on to win 1-0.
and look to make a tournament wanted the win for them team."
"We controlled the second appearance again next year.
In the end, Hornbeck said the
EmilyGrrrie, Hom.beck. Guzman Lady Bisons walked out holding
half but just couldn't put the ball
in the net," Washburn said. "It and Washburn were all named Fust their heads high.
was frustrating, but we gave it TeamAll-GSC this week following
"We're looking forward to
our all."
the tournament in Florida.
next year," Washburn said.

hemistry professors are
rarely associated with
shooting basketball or
games played on the gridiron.
Then again, rarely qoes anyone
meet a man like Dr. Joseph E.
Pryor.
From the chalkboards to the
hardwood courts, Pryor involved
himself in nearly every facet of
Harding during his lifetime. H e
was a teacher, an academic dean,
a department chairman and the
faculty adviser for the Petit Jean.
Harding lost a great athlete and
sports ambassador when Pryor
passed away last week at the
age of 88.
All the speakers at Pryor's
memorial service Monday mentioned his success as an educator.
In addition to a11 the academic
. praises, nearly everyone also included his lifelong involvement
with Harding athletics in his long
list of accomplishments.
Pryor became associated with
the Bisons early in life when he
enrolled at Harding College in
1933 at age 15. He lettered in
track for two years, competing in
the shot put, discus and the high
jump. He was also a basketball
standout for three years, when
Harding's "cagers" competed
against People's Trust of Little
Rock and Arkansas College.
Upon his return to Harding
after receiving his doctorate at
Louisiana State University, Pryor
came back to a Searcy campus
without varsity sports teams. 1he
school elected to drop its intercollegiate programs irl the late
1930s to save money and develop
a strong intramural program for
men and women.
Being the athlete, Pryor
actively involved himself in the
intramural program. At the
memorial service, Dr. Clifton L.
Ganus Jr. talked abouc the days
when he and Pryor would line
'
'

up shoulder to shoulder on the
football fields for a successful
faculty team.
Pryor, Ganus and M.E. Berryhill spearheaded the effort to
bring intercollegiate sports back
to the college in the mid 1950s.
In 1957, Harding rerurned to the
varsity sports scene by reinstating
its basketball and baseball programs and joining the Arkansas
Intercollegiate Conference.
Harding's sports programs
grew tremendously after joining
the AIC. Football returned to the
school in 1959 and additional
sports were added including cross
county, swimming and bowling.
Women's athletics were not added
until the early 1980s.
Pryor continued to aid in the
development of Harding's intercollegiate programs, working as
the school's faculty representative
in the AIC for 30 years. He also
served as president of the conference for three terms.
Pryor pushed for academic
standards in the AIC while serving as the faculty represemative..
He wrote thousands ofletrers to
the conference concerning the
welfare ofstudents and Harding
game statistics.
His involvement in the AIC
was not limited to administrative
duties. Pryor could always be
found during basketball season
manning the scorer's table with
the official game statistics in hand.
He also operated the scoreboard
during Bison football garnes at
Alumni Field.
Pryor became one of the 15
inaugural members to the Harding
Hall of Fame in 1989 for his long
service to the athletic programs.
He was later inducted to the
National Athletic Intercollegiate
Association Hall of Fame.
Harding will always host great
athletes who become legends,
their photographs mounted
in the Rhodes Field House as
members of the Hall of Fame.
Those are the men and women
who have forged legacies in
Harding athletics.
,_, .Pryor,is among them. ·~ .J
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:LACROSSE: Ne\N players fill line-up Athlete Of The Weelc
' CONTINUED from page 1
The Bisons recurn all but
one player this season and have
added 10 new faces to the lineup. With such a large number
of new players, the Bisons have
had to help the new players adjust to coaching styles, Gronvold said, and the new players
have done a good job fitting in
with the rest of the team.
"We have almost as many
new players as we do returning players," Gronvold said.
"Each player will have to make
a conscious effort with each of
their teammates to make this a
strong, connected unit."
The lacrosse team's opening

performance at the Ozark Invitational as well as their annual
Black and Gold game gave incoming players an idea of how
they game is played at a collegiate level and the amount of
work required, junior defender
Dave Miller said. The majority
of the new flayers played on a
high schoo level prior to attending Harding.
''At the beginning of the
season, a lot of guys weren't
takinP, it seriously," Miller
said. ' Now that we are getting
closer [to the regular seasonj
and some of the new guys have
got a taste of what a game feels

GSC FOOTBALL

GSC VOLLEYBALL

TEAM
#3 North Alabama
Harding
#17 Delta State
Henderson State
#16 Valdosta State

LOSS
0

WIN
6

5
1

5
4
4
4
3
1

2
2
3
3
5
5
6
6

Arkansas Tech
West Alabama
West Georgia
Arkansas-Monticello
Southern Arkansas
Ouachita Baptist
0

• Last Week's Scores:
HSU28
Harding 34
UAM 14
~ UWA37
UWG7
DSU 21
VSU24
UNA31
SAU29
ATU36

TEAM
(West Division)
North Alabama
West Florida
Valdosta State
West Georgia
Alabama-Huntsville
Montevallo
West Alabama
(West Division)
Harding
Henderson State
Ouachita Baptist
Arkansas-Monticello
Arkansas Tech
Christian Brothers
Southern Arkansas

WIN
12
9
7
5
4
4
1

12
7

7
6
5
3
2

LOSS
0

3
5
7

like, they are taking it a lot
more serious and it is getting
a lot better."
In addition to new players, the lacrosse team has also
added a new defensive system
to their game, Miller said. This
will help the Bisons be more
aggressive and intimidating
than in past seasons.
The lacrosse team is open
for any one who has an interest
in playing, Miller said. They
will not turn away anyone who
wants to participate.
"Ifyou.w ant to play lacrosse,
you are more than welcome to
come out," Miller said. "The
strong leaders on the team will
find ways to make you better
and help you out and make
sure chat if chis is something
you really want to"succeed at,
then you will."
The lacrosse team will be
selling T-shirts and coupon
booklets to Pizza Pro in the
student center in the coming
weeks to help fund their season.

8
8
11

0

5
5
6
7
9
10

CALL
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Your dad will love getting a bill
from us because he will know
that w·e took good care ofyou.

4341

Or Come By:
600 S. Remington

600 South Remington • Searcy, Arkansas • (50 I) 279-4341

located In the Lott R. Taclier
Pllysical Resources Buildiag
(South of Main Campas}

~~ fo all~ Off/~ Q/Veedi
LET

us HELP MAKE YOUR SPECIAL DAY MEMORABLE!

1Oo/o Discount for ~II Harding Students &Staff

(And you didn't have to worry about the money!)
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Magicians With Deeper, Darker Side
The plot develops as the
characters of Hugh Jackman
("X-Men," "Kate and Leopold") and Christian Bale
("Batman Begins," "Lierle
Women") begin as friends,
but their friendship soon
develops into a fierce and
dangerous rivalry. Jackman
and Bale are both magicians
vying for the superior trick
that will astound his audience,
bring him fame and ultimately destroy the other. With
the help of Cutter, played
by Michael Caine ("Batman Begins," "Secondhand
Lions"), and Olivia, played by
Scarlett Johansson ("Lost in
Translation," ''A Love Song for
Bobby Long"), each magician
maneuvers his way around the
other to be in the top spot.
The movie is set in curn-ofthe-century London, a time
when audiences were eager for
something new and were not
satisfied with conventional

MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor

I

eagerly awaited the arrival of "The Prestige"
in theaters for the few
months after first seeing
the trailer. Having seen many
magic shows growing up, I
found the concept of illusion
and deception was frustrating,
and at the very least, annoying. If a man was capable of
pulling a rabbit out of a hat,
I thought at least he could do
something worthwhile, like
make vegetables disappear
from my dinner plate.
However, "The Prestige"
appealed co me because it
added another dimension
to the world of illusion: the
possibility that there could be
a man who can actually do
what magicians only pretend
to do. Real magic. Illusion
chat wasn't really illusion at
all.

magic. The magician with
the biggest, best and most
exciting tricks earned the
chance to perform in the largest theaters. More than just
pulling a rabbit out of a hat,
magicians sought new and
innovative ways of impressing paying customers. "The
Prestige" incorporates the use
of electricity and the historic
events of the time between
Thomas Edison, pioneer of direct current, and Nikola Tesla,
pioneer of alternating current.
This plays a crucial role in the
movie's plot and competition
between the magicians.
While a movie about
passionate magicians seems
a good way to spend an
evening, another aspect of
the magicians' lives is far less
appealing.
Both Bale and Jackman
mustjuggle their personal
lives with their professional
lives, which proves to be

rather difficult in the face of
the men's obsession of figuring out each other's elusive
tricks. Ultimately each man
muse make a choice between
the woman in his life and his
magic, a choice that most are
not readily able to make.
For me, the choice each
man was forced to make was
painful to watch. To follow
the lives of the men seeking new tricks, and in the
course of their search, power,
fame, wealth and bragging
rights, was entertaining. The
twists and turns of the plot,
not knowing where their
lives would go next, kept
me on the edge of my seat. I
wondered what was real and
what was not, waiting co see
whether a character was really
trapped or biding his time
until he escaped at the last
minute just to demonstrate
his skill. But to watch each
character build a life of decep-

tion, illusion and facades and,
in the process, hurt everyone
in his life, made my heart
go out to those who only
wanted the secrets co end. The
men, whether conscious of
this effect or not, saw using
people as pawns as a means
to an end to reach their goals,
despite ever having the best
of intentions. As a result, the
movie glorified a life of trickery, infidelity, disloyalty and
dishonesty. The characters, in

their pursuit to be the best,
discover what life is really
about, but perhaps too late
and at a terrible price.
The overwhelming heartache I felt for the victims of
the men's obsession tarnished
any other redeeming qualities
I saw in the movie. The initial
delight in a movie about
magic was quickly dissipated
by the dark lives each of the
men allowed themselves to
lead. The trailer is not misleading; the audience knows
it is not a feel-good movie.
However, the extent to which
the characters desire greatness
is frightening, more than the
trailer represented.
"The Prestige," in categories of suspense and surprise
endings, fares well. But for
one seeking a happy ending,
a sweet love story or pride in
the hero's triumph over his
adversary, money is better
spent elsewhere.

Deli Sandwiches
Made To Fulfill
HEATHER BROWNING

editor-in-chief

-

I

:;Jill< .....

n high school, I refused
to eat cafeteria food. I am
an extremely picky eater,
and there was very little
in my school cafeteria that
did not make me turn up my
nose. Because of my eating
habits, I typically left campus
for lunch. Less than a mile
from my school was Jason's
Deli, which provided me with
my lunch at least twice a week
for much of my high school
career.
Recently, while on a trip to
Target in North Little Rock, I
decided to try out the Jason's
Deli located at 4209 E. McCain Blvd. Jason's Deli, which
began in my hometown of
Beaumont, Texas, is pretty
much your average deli. Their
menu has a wide variety of
salads, wraps, sandwiches and
soups, which are pretty much
amazing, averaging between
$5 and $6.
On this particular trip to
Jason's, I decide to cry·something different, and order a
"Club Lite" sandwich with
smoked turkey breast, low
fat ham, low fat swiss cheese
and fat free honey mustard on
coasted whole grain branola
bread. While I was a bit concerned that all that "low-fat"
lingo really translated into
"low-taste," I was actually
satisfied to find my sandwich
rather tasty. The bread was
wonderful. It was just the
right temperature ~ not coo
warm, but not too cool either.
When it comes to honey

mustard, I am a huge critic. I
always ask for it on the side,
because too often I can not
tolerate the taste. The fat free
honey mustard at Jason's,
however, was to die for. I was
thoroughly impressed with its.
flavor.
Along with my sandwich, I
ordered a cup of strawberries
and Baked Lays. The strawberries were OK, but were
lacking in flavor com_pared to
what r remembered from the
times I had eaten them back
in Beaumont. The fruit dip,
on the other hand, was fantastic (but if you are concerned
with calories, you might want
to steer clear of it).
To top off my meal, I
treated myself to a vanilla ice
cream cone. One of my favorite things about Jason's Deli
is the free ice cream I gee to
enjoy at the end of my meal.
This time, I was sadly disappointed to discover the ice
cream a bit too soft for my
taste, so I only ate a few bites.
Overall, the Jason's in
North Little Rock was pretty
enjoyable. While Tm not sure
I would waste a tank of gas to
drive down there for the sole
purpose of chowing down
on a Jason's sandwich, it is
definitely a good choice for a
quick bite after an afternoon
of hitting up some of your favorite stores in the area.
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A paid internship opportunity that will stand
out on a resume?

V

A custom-designed learning curriculum that
could earn you college credit?

y

A chance to gain experience with a world·
renowned company and gain transferable
skills?

Y

An opportunity to meet people from around
the world, make lifelong friends, and have tun?

As a part ol the Disney College Program at the Walt Disney Work!!> Resort near Orlando, FL par·
ticipants can experience an internship ol a lifetime. Visit our Web site and discover why the Disney
College Program is an opportunity you just can't miss!
Viewing a presentation is required to be eligible for an interview. Log onto our Web site to view
our presentatio n schedule and find out when we will be on a campus near you! Scheduling conflid?
Log on and view our online E·Presentation
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Student Discount
One-Topping Pizzas
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268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.
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Herita e Dedication

Whot

Of It?

Same Old Story
TV Shows That Won't Go Away

I

.

JON BYRON/Courtesy Photo

President David Burks greets a guest during the Oct. 27 dedication of the Heritage chapel to James H. and Bonnie Cone. The new Heritage was
designed by architect Mike Steelman.

Album Exceeds Expectations
Decemberists make up for previous disappointment
ZACH FONVILLE
student reporter

T

he Decembe;ists set
themselves up for
failure the minute
i:hey released "Her
; Majesty" in 2003. It was a
. daunting follow-up to their
highly acclaimed debut album
"Castaways and Cutouts." It
, set chem apart from the rest
• of the ind.le music scene by
stance. It felt as if my expecta: far. They immedlately became tions for this new album had
' that band. The band with
been rip,Ped away from any
grasp Id had on them and
: the gimmick. The one who
: sings chanties about life at sea flung far into whatever waste, or the plipht of a soldier in
land-they happened to land. I
yesterdays wars. The question wasn't listening to the album
, their second album raised was any longer. I was experiencing i_t.
: how they could possibly ex· pand their sound on subseThat was the first listen.
quent albums without having
I'm about to compare The
Decemberists to Pink Floyd
. it lose its initial appeal, yet
still develop enough to stay
- heresy, I know, but I am
out of a stylistic rut, there to
goin~ to do it. "Picaresque"
fester and decav.
was Dark Side of the Moon."
. When 2005)s "Picaresque"
"The Crane Wite" is "Wish
You Were Here." Both were
, came along, many were ready
immaculate, but anyone who
: to call Colin Meloy's band a
one-trick bag. Others were
spends two minutes compar: charmed, as 1 was. The subtle
ing the two knows the latter is
the better by far. Interestingly,
: maturities in the songwrit: ing and pacing of that album
this album is their first to l:ie
were astounding. When it was released under their new labe!, Capitol Records, perfectly
; nominated as one of 2005's
emulating Pink Floyds transi. top albums alongside M.I.A,
, My Morning Jacket and Suftion and subsequent release
jan Stevens, I felt it deserved
under this same label.
What makes this album so
its position without question. All that to say that I was much greater than the last?
· extremely do ubtful that they
The production values (assisted by Death Cab's Chris
had much left in them after
all that. They would undoubt- Walla) . The joy of experimenedly release more albums,
tation they obviously experienced making this album.
: I would buy them and life
· would move on. I was preThe epic post-progressive
. pared to maintain for the next sonic landscape tliat somehow
seamlessly melds with their
few albums that they were
just trying to reinvent them4nique blend of the manic
selves, and in five or six more
and the melancholy. The obyears I was planning on pickvious attention to craft. The
ing up the album that I could fact that it would have fit perstand behind as being as good fectly on stage beside the likes
as "Picaresque." Barely.
. of Led Zeppelin, The Who,
When I heard the first
. The Doors or even Pink Floyd
few me;isures of "The Crane
themselves. The fact that it's
, Wife's" opening track, it
completely modern and of
physically made me stop evchis moment.
erythin~ I was doing. "ImEven potentially tedious
pressed wouldn't be an apsections, such as "When the
· term m
· t h 1.s m·
'vrar
: propnate
w; Came" and "Shankill
•

Butchers" reveal themselves
to be thoroughly articulated
and purposefully placed with
the music perfectly fitting
the mood aesired. The droning, repetitive pulse on the
former track drives the song
through what might have oi:herwise been a sad l ull in the
album, arriving just in time
to re-engage the listener a,nd
force chem to re-devote their
attention. The latter track
is the closest to a criticism I
might have, only because it
falls closer to the sound of
"Picaresque" than the others.
I don't dislike it at all, but in
this current situation it seems
to serve primarily as filler and
a lead-up to the sgectacular
"Summersong." '0 Valencia!," the first singJe off chis
album, may be tfie most immediately accessible track to a
mainstream audience, but its
potential for overplay without
the songs obviously designed
to buttress it on both enas
makes me wary of its future
use and misuse. This album is ·
not one to be taken in pieces.
Beyond any doubt, the
strongest part of this album
is its 12 and a half minute
three-part epic, The Island:
Come and See/The Landlord's
DaughterNou'll Not Feel the
Drowning where the obvious
Pink Floyd ties must be made
in sound, style and length.
But we can't tie them too
tightly. They are merely a reference point. This album is its
own entity altogether.
Anyone who even remotely
enjoyed "Picaresque" should
definitely pick up this album.
Anyone who finds themselves
drawn to palpable intelligence in lyrics and individual
songs woven into a tapestry
based loosely on an old Japanese folk tale should search
out this album. Anyone
who enjoys music in general
would be well repaid for their
purchase. There's only one
Clemographic I would advise
to stay far, far away: those
who would rather believe that
modern music is dead.

"I'm not sure why certain shows
stick arou.nd. Is it because the
writers are afraid they can't
come up with another go~
idea?"
·

remember when I first
began watching television shows late at night. I
didn't know much about
them or even what they we're
talking about. I just knew that
I felt Hke one of the "grownups" staying up past my prior
childhood bedtime of 7 p.m.
and moving into the big
leagues of 9 p.m. Let's all keep
in mind that I was probably
around the age of 9, so this
was a big deal at the time.
When I was younger and
was finally given the chance
to watch prime-time television, I would sometimes
catch glimpses of "ER" with
my mom. Everyone seemed
so official and intelligent. I
was mesmerized by their efficiency in the ER and the way
in which they balanced their
professional careers with their
personal lives. I didn't under" stand most of what they were
saying or how complicated
their personal lives really were.
I'm also fairly certain I had to
shut my eyes if an indecent
moment surfaced, which is
why I only remember glimpses of it.
OK, so the show was completely over my head and
perhaps I wasn't even allowed
to watch it, it's been so long I
can't remember. I would have
much preferred Nickelodeon
any day, but several years later,
I became slightly intrigued.
Funny enough, that same
show is still on the air.
Today's television programs
are constantly being replaced
by new ones with every network attempting to outdo one
another with the most original
or complex story line. There
is the exception to this ttenH
- the TV shows that won't
go away. I realize "ER" was a
top-notch show of its day and
led the ratings for years. That
was years ago. George. Clooney left; move on. Thtrteen
years is entirely too long for
one series to create that many
medical predicaments. They
·practically have an entirely
rufferent cast; to the reasonable man, this would be a key
indicator that it's time to sever
ties.
I'm not sure why certain
shows stick around. Is it because the writers are afraid
they can't come uf with another good idea? suppose
two great shows' would be
asking too much . Aie actors

afraid of the Seinfeld curse?
I am aware that many actors
are stigmatized with a par.ticular character, but look at
Matthew Perry, he's moved
on from Chandler Bing. I
can't seem to understand why
I continue to see previews
for the same shows that I did
when I was 10 years old.
I did have a brief moment
of excitement when I thought
that finally there would be no
more "7th Heaven." It was
good at first with good values
and great "moral of the story"
endings, but after a while,
there are only so many pompous lectures one person can
hear.
The longest running drama
was "Gunsmoke," which
lasted 20 years. My mind is ·
perplexed at how writers can
come up with Western storylines for that long. Ten years
even sounds like a stretch,
but they remained popular.
Perhaps it's some emotional
attadiment we create when
watching TY. Oddly enough,
whether we admit it or not,
we form some kind of connection to the characters. Why
else would we watch it?
I was sad when "Friends"
went off the air. It, for whatever reason, was a show I
loved. It wasn't the most
meaningful or deep series. It
was a show about six people
who randomly became best
friends, and.aey fan know4,
they .czouldr find a quality of
themselves or one of their
own friends in each of the
characters. Maybe that's why
some shows stick around.
Some shows may be great.
They wouldn't be on the air
for so long if they didn't have
some clinCher to them, but
why drag it out and watch it
suffer? I would prefer to remember a favorite show in its
glory days and not at the end
when it was too painful to
watch. I would rather think
back to "ER" with George as
the top M.D. I just think the
networks should stop for a
moment and take some advice
from the famous old saying,
''All good things must come to
an end."
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